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Spicy Bear
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Daffidildo
Shamcock
Moroccan Mole

Remember the summer months?
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A sandwich walks into a bar. The barman says
''Sorry we don't serve food in here''
A jump-lead walks into a bar. The barman says ''I'll
serve you, but don't start anything''
A woman has twins, and gives them up for adoption.
One of them goes to a family in Egypt and is named
'Amal.' The other goes to a family in Spain, they
name him Juan'. Years later; Juan sends a picture
of himself to his mum. Upon receiving the picture,
she tells her husband that she wished she also had
a picture of Amal. Her husband responds, ''But they
are twins. If you've seen Juan, you've seen Amal.''
I'm on a whiskey diet. I've lost three days already.
A man walks into a bar with a roll of tarmac under
his arm and says: ''Pint please, and one for the
road.''
A husband and wife are trying to set up a new
password for their computer. The husband puts,
"Mypenis," and the wife falls on the ground laughing
because on the screen it says, "Error. Not long
enough."
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Run 1890, Monkfield Arms, Cambourne
21st Dec 2014

Hare: Singha Gold
Scribe: Foreplay
And so, it was our pent-ultimate run of the year. We gathered in
circle at 1100, shivering and restless as we braved the onslaught
of trans-Siberian winds sweeping through Cambourne. The festive
spirit was in the air, with santa hats and Christmas socks on
display.
We were treated to some pleasant scenery. The trail was well laid,
with turn backs, false trails and check backs taking us through a
variety of routes along lakes and wooded areas, football fields,
muddy plains.……and occasional steaming piles canine forest
dumps. The distant blaring of a fog horn did somewhat help us
keep on trail though we were seen running in circles at times.
The beer stop was very welcome, with mulled wine and warm
mince pies on offer - treats that were well earned after an hour of
braving hypothermia. The sugar and alcohol may have been
responsible for the navigational embarrassment suffered by most
of us during the return leg to the Monkfield Arms.
RA Moroccan Mole doled out his Down Downs with his usual
precision and mercilessness:
Down downs
Returnees – Emily (Bigleg) & George (Mitten)
El Rave – For asking Cruella for directions, despite the fact he was
local.
Foreplay – Apparently for not terminating his delivery of ‘female
anatomy’ magazines to his old address, now occupied by
Moroccan Mole.
Taxidermist and Kermit – For being dressed up as ‘identical’ twins,
for some reason.
Paparazzi and Debonair – For discussing shopping while supposedly
out on trail.
And so we set off, ready to soak in the turkey, brussel sprouts and
wine over the festive season. A big thanks to our hare and the
committee or an enjoyable run and the sustenance. Run 1889 Dec
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14th - The Emperor, Cambridge, CB2 1NW
Hares: Daffidildo and Fit but Dim
The Christmas Party By the Joint Masters

The Words
When it was announced back in October that the Christmas r*n & party would be from the Emperor
in Hills Road http://theemperorpubcambridge.com/ it elicited a muted response. However, the Joint
Masters had picked a cracking venue for this years’ Christmas Party/Run/Cabaret but we needn’t
have worried, they had 4 real ales on including St Austell’s ‘Tribute’, Sharp’s ‘Doom Bar’ and
Thwaite’s
‘Wainwright’.
The Emperor Pub is described as:
“situated at 21 Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 1NW.
It is within easy walking distance of the station
and the town centre.
We have been given a cask marque award to show
that our real ale is of the best quality and has
passed the exacting standards set by the Casque
Marque Trust. Try it for yourself and find out how
great it tastes!”

While it was cold, but even incumbent RA Moroccan Mole had organised the weather and it was
sunny too (if a little cold, tsk tsk......- OK Mole, well done, you’re hired again).
Chatting to several hashers, it turned out that several people knew of the pub, but hardly anyone
had ever been in there, no one could ever remember organising a run from there so it was with a
mix of wonderment and trepidation we approached as several Santa themed Hashers arrived at the
pub from all directions.
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As the rear courtyard began to fill up with the hash, it
was gratifying to see such a massive turn out
including the welcome return of No Knickers, School
Boy’s Dream, Babycham and Upper Class Tart, +
old friends Kinky & Thumper and a cast of thousands
including Unmentionable, Jetstream, Shamcock &
U-Bend, Blowback, Little Blow & Delilah F1,
Bastard, Swampy, Posh, Singha Gold, Muff Diver,
Hangover
Blues, Doggy
Style,
Googly,
Spikey Bear & Forrest Dump, Debonnaire,
Kermit,
Antar, Dave El Rave, Paparazzi, Taxidermist,
Double Top,
Arriving at the pub early, Just Give Me One &
Woody
Hollow handed me a festive (and really quite
powerful)
warm mulled wine – that’s a hell of a start for any
run. Before
too long, Gorilla & Chimp appeared closely
followed by
the ever lovely While You’re Down There resplendent in a leopard skin Christmas ‘onesie’ and
flashing strap on red nose, an outfit that can only be described as sexy and disturbing in equal
measures.
Cruella De Hash (& I’m Not Coming – however briefly, she was still there), our beloved Beer
Master Benghazi, Crabbo, Duncan Disorderly, Dances With Wasps, Hold it For Me, Haven’t
Got One & Czech Her Out, Klinger, Slaphead, Wronghole (from the Radegund Hash) the Earl of
Pampisford, Oohh La La, Three Swallows, Egg Beater, Cinderella, Legover, Shiggy Two
Shoes, Lady Slipstream, Open All Hours & Wrongkeys, Wimp, Pink Pussy & Strap-On If I’ve
missed anyone, then tough titty for you fish face, you should be staggered I remembered this
many......(okay, yes, I did have a bit of help with some photos...................and the odd email).
Anyway, not that an order could be called, but
oddly enough everyone began to form a
sort of rough circle in the courtyard area.
After an indecent amount of cajoling, prodding,
pleading and thinly disguised threats,
we had a circle!
Yours truly began to welcome old friends & new,
and for the record, I introduced a newie (*cough*)
in the form of No Knickers. Surely she’s been hashing
with us for about 10 years I hear the collective cry? – Well, yes, you would think that, but is she on
the CH3 Website?? – Why, no, she isn’t! – I saw that ‘Wunch’ was still listed and he hasn’t run in 2
years and the collective might of the venerable Dave El Rave and Pedro still have the fecking
temerity to insist that the website is “accurate” well, If that’s accurate, I am a one legged black
hunchbacked Welsh pygmy. This had better be sorted or the rest of the year of my reign as GM will
be spent with me throwing out many toys from my lush and well-appointed pram – are we crystal
clear with this direct order? – Jolly good, I’ll stop belligering now.
Where was I? (*Just being stroppy and moaning beloved. You need to get on with the write up now
– No Knickers*)
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Ah yes, right, ................
Well, the allotted hour was upon us and with a cheer, the hares and joint masters Daffidildo & Fit
But Dim strode purposefully into the circle and produced a tennis ball which had been brilliantly
employed with the flour to mark the trail. As this was to be a town run, even shiggy averse hashers
such as No Knickers (who really does exist, despite what the webshite repeatedly states) should
enjoy it.
Then, the on-on was called and a massive swarm of Santa themed shenanigans erupted from the
rear of the courtyard bringing local traffic, pedestrians & cyclists to a baffled standstill. The on was
called and we were away to a check at the splendid Catholic ‘Our Lady and the English Martyrs
Church’ at the corner of Hills Rd & Lensfield Rd. With several dozen brightly clad hashers trying out
every single route in existence, the first official drink stop of the day was spotted at the Scott Polar
Institute where the lovely Doggystyle had organised a Vodka (Yaay!) and Anchovy (yuck!) stop.
While we paused for a group photograph by Pedro & Paparazzi, someone had planted Taxi in a
large pot and it was possible that cannibalism was due to take over as one of the Harriettes said he
looked ‘delicious’ (?!!?).
As it was the Christmas Run, Daffidildo, Fit But Dim & Doggystyle decided that we should regale
the adjacent church with ever a few ever so subtly altered Carols, so the hash waded in (with
considerable fervour) and belted out something suitably offensive to all & Sundry.
The on was called and we arrived at the crossroads by the Spread Eagle Pub so where did the trail
go?, the on-on was being called in random directions, and Legover called on towards Coe Fen and
the knitting circle which had fragmented into 2, with half heading up Trumpington St towards the
centre and half heading towards the Botanical Gardens pause, re grouped and generally held yup
the traffic considerably. The pack turned right by Coe Fen & doubled back behind the University of
Cambridge Engineering Site running parallel with the Cam until the on was spotted across a small
footbridge.
Babycham & Diesel headed past with Woody Hollow, Just Gimmie One, Shamcock and
Swampy in tow. Over the footbridge we were greeted with a fantastic Port stop & Once more the
Hash, with no hint of courtesy or sense of occasion pause to block the footpath and sing
bastardised carols with appalling bawdy gusto.
Eventually an on was called again and the hash had literally spread out all over Coe Fen, from as
far the rear of the Granta Pub by the Mill Pond almost to the furthest reaches of the rear of the
Fitzwilliam Museum. The trail was eventually found leading towards the main banks of the Cam
towards a check by the lock at Mill pub. Singha Gold, Muff Diver, Hangover Blues & Bastard
headed past as the pack checked for a trail up Granta Place & Mill Lane, only to be completely
thwarted with the true trail running up Laundrettes Lane and left onto Silver Street before heading
behind Queens College and onto the backs. The trail was being sought everywhere and as a festive
Woody Hollow, Just Gimmie One, Double Top & Three Swallows veered too close to the traffic
on Queens Road while Double Top & Three Swallows mused over an odd word ‘Gilch (which had
something to do with a weird sexual practice involving warming up butter and applying to genitals)
Three Swallows said “God there are some weird people around” which made me actually stop
running in laughter. What do you mean there are some weird people around? I thought running
across the backs with 50 odd semi pissed hashers, dressed as Santa....................
Anyway, the festively bedecked ladies actually managed to cause a mild car crash as one hapless
driver ploughed into the back of another car in front of a member of the local constabulary.
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Fortunately no one was hurt, but as Bastard observed “that’ll give that Police Community Support
Officer something to do later” eventually someone spotted the welcome form of a third Beerstop
manned by the ever lovely Spicy Bear & Forrest Dump who handed out Bucks Fizz & Biscuits (NB
– That’s ‘cookies’ to all of our American Readers!) Once again the choir regaled us with a
completely non seasonal and offensive Christmas Carol that had had the lyrics doctored somewhat.
F1, Slaphead & Klinger headed off and the on was called behind the Kings backs and the rear of
the fellows Garden and onto Garret Hostel Lane where unhinged cyclists from all nations tried to
avoid the hash (failing miserably) in fact the only real danger was the arrival of several fuck witted
Chinese Tourists who have the personal spatial awareness of a lettuce. Randomly and without even
bothering to look, they decided to just aimlessly wander out into the path of the hash – it was an
absolute miracle that one of the twats wasn’t mown down in the process!.
The trail carried on up Garret Hostel Lane and into Trinity lane where the trail forked and as a man,
the entire hash went to the right and up Senate House Passage onto the plaza, where several
million extra Chinese tourists thought it would be amusing to have the hash have photos with them
(weird lot the Chinese?????).
As we were now in the centre of the town, the pack sloped off in all directions and the on was called
just in front of Kings college and up Kings parade to a check at the world famous Corpus Clock at
the Taylor Library.
The £1m clock (without hands or numbers) was installed at Corpus
Christi college was built to celebrate the work of chronometer
inventor John Harrison
The timepiece was designed by former student Dr John Taylor,
(inventor of the cordless kettle & friend of Jetstream &
Unmentionable), and is permanently installed outside Corpus
Christi Library.
And wouldn’t you know it, it was time for another mangling of a
well-known & loved seasonal ditty, so we regaled all of Cambridge,
most of who were watching with Cameras with “Wandering Round
Women’s Underwear”
Antars dulcet tones could probably be heard by the BBC who had
arrived at Kings to recorded the choir, as your GM, I can only hope
that the Beeb had to edit the strains of “Women’s Underwear” from the final cut of “Carols from
Kings” on Christmas Eve.
Eventually the on was called and the pack lumbered down Benet St, past the Corn exchange taking
in the very picturesque multi storey carpark and into Downing Street where a check at the Junction
of St Andrews Street Awaited us. Wimp, Shamcock, Muff Diver & I headed off to the Grafton only
to find we were totally & utterly wrong. The on-on had been called by Hangover Blues & While
You’re Down There and we headed back down the full length of Regent Street where we re-joined
the original check at the junction of Lensfield & Gonville Place. Before too long, the On Inn was
spotted and after a short but fun filled 3.5 – 4.00 mile blast around town taking in all the tourist
sites, the pack were half cut & back in the arms of the pub.
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As the lure of a party was there for all complete with guest acts who had been cajoled into playing,
the circle was eventually prodded into a rough well, er, circle really. Unfortunately at the start of the
circle, we were all reminded that while we were the midst of a great day, the effluxion of time can
tinge a day with a little sadness, and to mark the passing of the much loved Great White Hope, we
were treated by Blowback and Jetstream to a fine rendition of the ‘Gay Caballero’, (NB – these
lyrics were found in Unmentionable's late Uncle's copy of "Flagship Frolics" and don’t forget folks,
back in the day when this was written Gay meant happy in those days - not poofter!).
Oddly enough, I had to try and sort the madness out and a 1.00 circle was sharply called at 1.12pm
Down Downs were awarded to;
Our intrepid Hares – Daffidildo & Fit But Dim for organising the trail, beer stops & Christmas Party
(Well done guys, brilliantly organised)
Three Swallows – for her legendary comment on trail about weird people
Klinger for being the most disturbing septuagenarian Santa
with a ‘man bag’ ever seen (See I demoted you from being an
octogenarian there Klinger).
The combined might of RA Moroccan Mole & Grand Mistress
Spicy Bear and further down downs were awarded to;
Daffidildo – for learning the meaning of ‘filch’ (?? – No idea
what that means........)
The Earl of Pampisford – for peeing on the backs (for about
30 minutes straight)
Diesel was caught crapping by a tree and Babysham got the
DD for not wanting to walk that far
"Josie" I forget her hash name again had battery powered
pants and mouth to cock resuscitation after the car accident
Dances With Wasps – for eating chalk thinking it was a
marshmallow
Then in the spirit of Christmas, the party began to develop and the buffet food began to arrive in the
form of about 30 plates stacked with sandwiches and then the more food kept coming and kept
coming and coming – it’s not often that the hash can be out-catered for, but we’d met our match as
the pub put on a great array of filling & tasty food, which literally seemed to be endless. The party
was in full swing when master of ceremonies Shamcock unveiled the afternoon entertainment; the
running order (well, rough guidance was..........
13:30 Entertainment - Part 1
Pink Pussy - Xmas songs
The Hash choir - Load of bollocks
B@stard and Double Top - A nice song
14:00 Xmas Buffet
15:00 Entertainment part 2
Double Top - Some more nice songs
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Curry Rhapsody – Cabaret Team
El Rave, Taxi, Woody, Fit but Dim, Paparazzi and Just give me one
The Hash Shop - Cabaret
Big Blouse and Taxi – Monty Python’s Parrot Sketch
All about the Bass - Cabaret Double Top, Paparazzi and WYDT
....and finally the day was bought to a close by the rather brilliant
Wronghole - Xmas sing along
With that the day was just about over.
It just seems fitting to thank everyone for putting in a MASSIVE amount of effort into making the day
a success, Daffidildo & Fit but Dim for a brilliantly organised run & party (well done lads!) Spicy
Bear, Doggy Style & Forest Dump for the trail beer stops. Dave El Rave, Wronghole & Taxi
especially, for lugging vast amounts of musical equipment to and from the party & God knows how
many hours of practices. Paparazzi, Bastard, Double Top, While You’re Down There, Woody
Hollow, Just Gimmie One & Pink Pussy just for having enough character simply get on stage and
finally the legendary Shamcock for Master of Ceremony duties and a spectacular red sequined
jacket.
A great end to a great day
On On

Big Blouse
GM Cambridge CH3 Hash 2014/15
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CH3 Run 1887 30th Nov 2014
The Green Man, Colne http://www.greenmancolne.co.uk/

Hares: Muff Diver & Pedro
Visitors: Robbo (Human Sponge) & Dr Foster from the Cheltenham & Cotswold Hash
http://www.c2h3.co.uk/ Suck Me Long Time from the LDSH3 Hash in Utah USA
http://ldsh3.com/Home_Page.html And her friend ‘Just Jen’ a virgin hasher, but
fellow American living in Skid Row, er.. “Beck Row” Nr Mildenhall, sorry.
The Words
Well, that was an interesting run to say the least, visiting Legend Robbo had run with
CH3 way back in the early eighties and proudly displayed a T shirt from about 1984 to
prove it, my guess was that he’d grown a smidgeon since then as he looked like an
orang-utan in a tutu coupled with just a hint of faint embarrassment.
Anyway, it was good to be back at the Green Man again and for once it wasn’t
pissing with rain & evil. We were sadly let down by the RA Moroccan Mole who had
gone sailing and there was no sign of the irrepressible Daffidildo so we had no idea
what to expect, but despite the lack of RA we were blessed with Sunshine and an
unseasonably warm 11 degrees (Mole, we obviously don’t need you – You’re fired
again, Big Blouse).
Not only that but it was the 30th November - St Andrews Day and in true hash
tradition we’d all done absolutely fuck all to celebrate it with exception to Bastard
who had gallantly remembered, despite there being a raft of suggestions
http://www.scotland.org/whats-on/st-andrews-day/ oh well, maybe next year eh?
So, as the ever punctual Toed Bedsores prodded me into action (*ahem*) and I called
the circle and for some reason everybody actually listened.
The venerable hares Muff Diver & Pedro
were called into the circle to explain the vagaries
of the trail to the uninitiated. Then we were off and
away out of the pub, I decided Swampy was onto
a good thing and followed him only to be let down
by a complete bastard of a turn back. We then ran
back past the pub and had trouble catching the
pack, but the time we caught up, we’d done half a
mile and we’d only just gone past the pub........
The image cannot be display ed. Your computer may not hav e enough memory to open the image, or the image may hav e been corrupted. Restart y our computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, y ou may hav e to delete the image and then insert it again.

Gradually I managed to catch up with Dances
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With Wasps and she was a tad miffed to find we
were not on trail at all, most of the pack then
re-joined as they’d all been caught out by a
brilliantly conceived false trail by the side of a
farm.
Duncan Disorderly, Lady Slipstream & F1 headed off at a check and the pack crossed
the road and were through what looked like an orchard which panned out into a
recreation ground where some local lads were trying to play football and being
distracted by cries of “on on” and “fuck, it’s muddy”. Eventually at the north end of
the football field, the hares had brilliantly laid a series of cunning falsies in all
directions and the true trail was nowhere to be discovered. Luckily, the fleet of foot
Legover and Blowback discovered the on and we were away, back towards the village
which confused everyone. Open All Hours & Wrongkeys ambled past with Woody
Hollow trying to control a very excited Fanny Sniffer who was literally vibrating with
the sheer excitement of being on the right trail.
As with all cunningly laid trails, the hares had done a brilliant job and confused the
bejesus out of everyone. Shamcock ambled past muttering something in a broad Irish
dialect, I asked U-Bend for a translation but she just smiled beatifically and went on
her way.
R*nning along in the sunshine next to a coughing Ferret and a sweaty Bastard, we
rounded a field adjacent to a river that had burst it’s banks rendering the
surrounding fields in a an iridescent patchwork of lakes and islands. A pair of
adolescent swans landed with consummate grace nearby as a curlew called in the
distance, the sun dappled the soft waters and the wind stilled, humming along the
edge of the shoreline. This beautiful vista of natures’ wonder and glory was only
marginally ruined by Bastard breaking wind silently as I watched a Merganser duck
miss-time a landing and hit the light blue waters with all the grace of a nun
headbanging.....................
Presently we arrived at the abode of the very lovely Imelda & Pedro where they’d laid
on a Beer Stop of epic proportions including a vat of mince pies, two containers of
warm sausage rolls, crisps & dips and a massive table full of beers and an absolutely
epic mulled wine! – (let’s hear it for the Hares, that was some kind of BS!!) Here we
were joined by Suck Me Long Time from the LDSH3 Hash in Utah & friend “Just Jen”
from Beck Row. Reluctantly we left the most awesome Beerstop in the history of the
universe and found the trail. The pack were faced with a forked choice, where two
mini horses vied us as potential carrot suppliers. Woody Hollow chatted up a small
male horse but explained she was married so it would never work.......................
An oddly bearded Antar (reminiscent of 70’s German porn star) ambled past chatting
to fellow Icklefordian Kermit explaining that he’d grown it that way for the ‘Movember’
Charity. I remembered my own pitiful attempt with some clarity and mused on the
wondrous soup strainer that he’d developed in little over a month.
Eventually we were back in civilisation and the trail led us along the side of a railway
siding and after a truly leg mangling 6.7 mile trail (approx., some had more, some had
less) we were thankfully back at the pub where a selection of fabulous ales awaited.
After the knitting circle ambled back, the 1 o’clock circle was prodded into action at
about 1.45pm.
After about 7 years the circle was eventually galvanised into action and a rough
circle was formed in the garden area.
Down Downs were awarded to:
Hares: - Muff Diver & Pedro with a special mention for Imelda for organising the most
spectacular of Beer Stops
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Visitors: Robbo (Human Sponge) & Dr Foster from the Cheltenham & Cotswold Hash
Suck Me Long Time from the LDSH3 Hash in Utah USA And her friend ‘Just Jen’ a
virgin hasher
As there was no Moroccan Mole to seize control, several past RA’s had been installed,
they ensured that Down Downs were awarded;
Bastard: awarded a DD to Paparazzi who went to blow her nose on a tissue, but
produced some ladies smalls by accident (?!!?). A further DD was going to be issued
to the recovering Toyboy, but as he was tired & shagged out after a long walk, this
went to Squeak for some ineffable reason.
Big Blouse awarded a DD to Kermit for not showing up the previous week – apparently
it had been “too wet to run” (Piss poor excuse for a frog if you ask me..............)
Previous GM Dave El Rave, awarded a DD to the producer of this months Herald
(Strap-On) for only having 13 pages, despite guidance from Toed about the need for
even numbered pages but Computer actually had the DD as it was obviously a
computer error! (Confused ? – who said this had to make sense??)
A further DD was awarded to Hangover Blues & Muff Diver for something unidentified
as being “thick & fluffy”
Finally it was the turn of the Grand mattress Spicy Bear who awarded DD’s to
Slaphead, Forrest Dump, Gorilla & While You’re Down There. At this point your humble
scribe is deeply embarrassed to say he has no idea what for – something to do with
map abuse and a gallant stranger ?????????????
There is a story for us all in there, but we’re really not too bothered if we don’t’ hear it
to be honest.
And so, another day had ended and as the circle broke up into a collective of
complete indifference I mused on the fact that it was wonderful to see Chimp &
Toyboy smiling in the early winter sun and that they were back with us again
On On

Big Blouse
GM Cambridge CH3 2014/15
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Run

1891

This will be
a short writeup because I have
memory
like a sieve. But among the
detritus
caught in the meshes, I can recall
the following:
The 'run', as it is facetiously called, was in the depths of rural Bedfordshire (the Land of
the Brussels Sprout). It was attended by the usual postChristmas atrophied pack of
about two dozen, of whom barely half a dozen appeared capable of running. The hare
was one of Santa's elves.
The walkers set off at a good pace and, despite checkbacks, I was soon wandering
through the fields as lonely as a cloud (Wordsworth). I had a very good view of a buzzard
and found some interesting rabbit droppings beside the track. My senses of direction
and time allowed me to get back to the Three Compasses in good time for opening.
I had to leave before the Circle. If you really want to know the day's sinners, Moroccan
Mole has the list of DownDowns for scoundrels arraigned for the usual litany of
misdemeanours.
Great Uncle Bob
P.S. Have you ever wondered why they are called Brussels Sprouts? That's where they
come from, Stupid.
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Runs for February 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Doggy Style

Run No. 1896: 01-Feb-2015
Old Ferry Boat, Holywell, PE27 4TG
Hares Taxidermist & Strap On
Run No. 1897: 08-Feb-2015
Griffin, Isleham, CB7 5RX
Hares Cruella de Hash & Just Gimmie One
Run No. 1898: 15-Feb-2015
Maids Head, Wicken, CB7 5XR
Hares Haven`t Got One & Check her Out
Run No. 1899: 22-Feb-2015
Crown, Litlington, Royston, SG8 0QB
Hares Kermit & Antar

Grand Master - Big Blouse
Grand Mattress - Spicey Bear
Joint Master - Daffidildo - Fit but Dim
Joint Mattresses - Doggy Style -Woody Hollow
Religious Advisor - Morrocan Mole
Verger - Fit but Dim
Hare Raiser - Doggy Style
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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